Home intelligence

Smaller version of the big thing

Designed to make you happy
Great things come in small packages. Introducing a new dimension of comfort – Home Center Lite, the incredibly compact
brain of the FIBARO System. Our latest creation is designed with your needs in mind. Let it change your life, making it safer
and more convenient, and your home intelligent, efficient and comfortable. Small thing – big impact!
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Incredibly quick and efficient
HC Lite is a tiny device with huge potential. Incredibly quick and efficient, yet inexpensive. Control your home from anywhere in
the World using a mobile phone or tablet and begin creating your own world of delights and convenience,
provided by an innovative range of products.
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Welcome to the World of FIBARO
It’s our pleasure to welcome you into our world, in which the safety and comfort of your family are of top priority. For us, your
home is your imagination. We create the system to fit your needs, and give you the key to making your dreams a reality. This
time we have added miniaturization, minimalism and contemporary design of the new Home Center Lite to our list
of innovations. Create your own intelligent home, to suit your needs and habits.
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Set up your command post
The new command post for your home will be the FIBARO App the layout and functionality of which depends entirely on your
decisions. You can create and modify tables, icons and names in such a way that you will always have those most important
functions at your fingertips. The user-friendliness and flexibility of the FIBARO app will make operating your intelligent system
easy and straightforward.

“
Home intelligence

A triumph of imagination and luxury without mysteries.

”

Up to 230 devices
in Your home
Thanks to wireless communication over the Z-Wave protocol,

installation of The FIBARO System won’t require any modifications to your home structure. You can install it in any building,
even after it’s been completely decorated.

Home Center Lite is equipped with a mighty, incredibly energy
efficient Cortex A8 processor. Thanks to HCL’s high efficiency
you can automate even the biggest home and manage up to
230 devices in it.

“ HC Lite – huge power in an XS size package. ”
Cortex A8
Frequency: 720MHz

Z-Wave on board
Ethernet included
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Greater control over home multimedia
The new Home Center Lite controller allows for even greater integration of home multimedia with Fibaro System. Manage
your TV, Home Cinema, Hi-Fi and others, while playing with scenes and associations, changing channels and adjusting
the volume, right from the FIBARO app. Using Fibaro, you don’t need any remote other than your smart phone or tablet*.
In addition, all of these devices can be set to react automatically to events around the house. For example, you arrive
home and your TV switches to the 6 o’clock news as you walk through the door.

* Compatible devices only
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Size matters
We have managed to squeeze the endless capabilities of the
intelligent system into one, tiny box. HC Lite is a compact
device that will spoil you with the comfort of managing your

intelligent home through its easy operation and wireless

communication. Miniaturisation and advanced technology will
make impossible become possible.

Compact size, huge power.

90 x 90 x 33 mm
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Power management
Thanks to the built-in power management functionality, using

the FIBARO System you can monitor the current energy
consumption and the power consumption history while being
able to spot the devices consuming the most of it . Detailed

statistics are presented as clear charts, helping you compare
the numbers and estimate upcoming bills.
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Discovers various threats
We care most about you and your family’s safety, that’s why we pay so much attention to discovering threats and reporting them. The FIBARO
System will immediately inform you of a threatening fire, flood, break-in or leaking gas and proceed to take the appropriate steps to protect you
and your family, such as cutting off incoming supplies, turning on all ventilation systems and displaying evacuation notices.
For a break-in attempts, FIBARO can trigger audible and visual alarms, switch on all internal lights and feed live preview from security cameras
directly to your mobile devices.
FIBARO – your personal safeguard

Fire Alarm
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Flood Alarm

Burglary Alarm

Gas Alarm

Magic garden
A well-kept lawn in front of your house no longer requires

your utmost attention. The intelligent FIBARO System will

water your garden exactly when required, delivering the right
amount of water, depending on weather. FIBARO won’t let

your plants die on a hot day, and prevent from watering them
excessively when it rains.

“ An admirable, well-maintained lawn
in your garden thanks to FIBARO!
”

The right amount of water,
depending on weather
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Delayed watering when
rains are forecasted

Scheduled watering,
for each day of week

Hot or cold. The way you want it
There’s nothing like getting back to your warm, cosy home, especially on a cold winter day. Using FIBARO you can start the heating and set
your favourite temperature while you are still sitting at the office. Using the Climate Control Panel, you can control exactly which rooms will be
heated at any given time, and to an exact temperature. Set the heating to a temperature that will make getting out of bed comfortable and at
night, choose the temperature in which you sleep well and wake up relaxed. The climate Panel will give you a level of comfort you haven’t
experienced before.
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Where are you?
Your home always knows where you and your family members are thanks to geo localization. When you leave home, the system turns off
unused devices, arms the alarm system and simulates your presence to discourage thieves from breaking in. While calculating your
return route, the system will adjust temperature and run pre-programmed scenes to prepare for you arrival.
Energy saving, safety and comfort – FIBARO.
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From Mount Everest,
Office, Car.
Forgot to turn off an iron when rushing to the office? No

worries. Grab your phone, start FIBARO app and check.

Using automatic remote access to your intelligent home
from anywhere in the World, you can check what’s
happening, manage the devices, monitor safety, heating
parameters and much more.
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Full history
at your fingertips.
With FIBARO System you can control how much time your
children spent in front of the TV, on their computer or with

a video game console. It’s a perfect solution to plan how
many hours your kids may spend on these devices. Create
schedules or remotely control operation of the devices.
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Numerous options for expansion
The Home Center Lite is a modular device. The System is to work just locally? Connect power supply and it’s ready to use.
Want to access all these great features from anywhere? Connect the HCL to a Power Outlet and to your Router and you’re ready to go.
Home management, tracking your household members and monitoring security cameras anytime in any circumstances? Add the spare
battery and a GSM module to monitor battery sensors state, even after power supply in the building is cut off. Home Center Lite is the
controller you need. Adjust it to your needs and preferences. Let your desires be involved in providing comfort and safety to your family.

coming soon...
innovation, a portion of technology, one bright idea and months of hard work and
“ We took a handful of using
this recipe we transferred your dreams into new reality.
”
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Home intelligence
Your home, your imagination

www.fibaro.com

